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It gives a plain and distinct showing of the construction and operation *f 
the numerous hydraulic machines in genei-;!I use, such as couldonly be had by 
the perusal of hundreds of advertising pamphlets and catalogues of rival 
manufacturers, the conflicting claiins of manv of which are confusing if *o! 
soggestivc of unrcIi:iI)iIity, and is vn~uabk in that it informs the reader what 
he may not expect to do with pumps as well as showing how to use their! 
and the principles which govern their operation. 

‘I’0 the many inanufacturers and others whose operations compel the use 
of pumps, such :I hook is a great benefit, its language is entirely within the 
cnllprehension of the class of persons employed about such work. ln 
sliort it is a valuable addition to the author’s series of practical popular 
books. S. L. W. 

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AN11 COMMENTS. 

PHYSICS. 
SYSTISMS OF ~~~KCTKICAI, ~lS~1’R1IWTION Is\’ ALTEKNATING CuK R kxh 

ANI) ‘pnAr+sPot~M&t<s.-In the London fikcirica/ limier, March 18th R 
April zz, 1887, there is published a set-ies of interesting articles by Rankin 
Kennedy, on “ Electrical LXstribution I)y Alternating Currents and Trans- 
formers,” reprinted in the /~cc~rici~zn nerd /<llxh~‘c~rl &.-&v~, New UO r k. 

In a brief history of such systems, obtained apparently wholly from the 
record of English patents, he cites, as the earliest record, a patent to Jabloch- 
koff, in 1877, for using induction coils with alternating or intermittent current> 
for distributing lamps. ‘The transformers were placed in series, and were 
apparently used for obtaining a higher from a lower potential, as in the ordi. 
nary Rhumkorff coil. The next in order are the patents to Harrison, 3,470, 
of 1878, Bright, 4,219, of 1878, and Edwards and Normandy, 4,61 I, of 1875, 

the latter of which he says is important, as it is a clear and distinct descrip. 
tion of a complete system. The coils are, in all of these, placed in series, 
and no mention seems to be made of converting high into low tension, other 
than a statement in Bright’s patent that ‘I the size and length of the primor! 
wire and secondary wire coils are adapted to the number of lights employed.” 
The next patent, No. 5.183, of 1878, to J. 13. Fuller, of New York, seems tu 
be the first to mention a regulating device by varying “ the magnetic field.” 
The next is that of De Meritens, 5,257, of 1878. which makes no advance on 
prior inventions. No other patents are mentioned prior to 1882, to Caulard 
8 Gibbs, which. he says, has “ all the elements arranged precisely as i1-i the 
systems patented or described by Jablochkoff, Edwards and Normandy, Brighr 
and De Meritens.” In another patent to Gaulard and Gibbs, 1884, he sari 
that an attempt is made to prove that the transformers connected in series 
are self-regulating. The writer then states that in June, 1883, he, for the 
tirst time, described the actual effects of counter E. M. F., and stated that 
when the transformers are connected in parallel they became beautifully self 
regulating. After he made this statement, Messrs. Zipernowski and I>&, oi 
Buda Pesth, applied for a patent (No. 3,379, March 16, 1885,) for placing the 
transformers in parallel. He considers this to have been a great step in -the 
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hiztory of such systems, and claims that “ no self-regulating transformer has 
heen invented up till this date, which will give constant E. M. F. in the sec- 
ondary circuit, with constant current in the primary circuit ;I’ that is, when 
connected in series. He states the law that ” as the current in the secondary 
circuit increases, the counter E. RI. I’. of the primary rCccrenses, and, there- 
furtt, the current in the primary circuit increases,” which law, he savs, ren- 
ders thein perfectly adaptable to connection in parallel order to a supply at 
constant 1’. M. F. Ile states that the law is similar in every respect to that 
fur motors in a continuous current circuit. * 

The next patent is that of Fcrranti, No. 15,251, of December, 1885, the 
claims of which he gives in full, “ to show what can be put into a British 
patent.” It contains transformers in parallel and other accessory devices. 
The next is that of Siemcns and Halske, No. 16,038, of 1885. The United 
States (2mlard and Gibbs patent is dated October 26, 1886. 

In the patent of Edwards and DTormantly, as well as in that of Ferranti, it 
was l~rol~oscd to employ a converter for raising the potential of the (low 
potential) dynamo current, and from this converter to supply the other con- 
verters in the system. Such a system was constructed by the writer (Ken- 
nedy). in 1886, with an alleged loss of less than two per cent. in the first 
transformers, in which the dynamo potential of fifty volts was raised to 2,000. 

In his history of such transformers. the writer does not offer any records 
of the invention of one of the chief and essential parts of such transformers, 
that of reversing the function of the well-known induction coils, and thereby 
conveiting a high tension into a low tension current of great quantity. He 
states at the end of his article, merely that “there is an impression abroad ” 
(by which he undoubtedly refers to the United States) “ that the mere employ- 
ment of the fine wire as primary and the thick as secondary in an induction 
coil was a great invention made only recently, I am certain that this has been 
tried by innumerable experimenters during the past thirty years.” It is to be 
regretted that he did not furnish some proof of at least one of the “ innumer- 
able ” cases. In the absence of such proof, it may be of interest to quotehere, 
from the JOI:KNAI. OF THE FRANKIJN INSTITUTE, May, 1887, p. 357, in which 
Prof. Elihu .l‘homson. in referring to some lectures which he had delivered at the 
iYSTITU’TE ten years ago, says : “ After showing the induction coil as so used, 
I reversed the process and passed high potential discharges from a charged 
battery of leyden jars, through the tine wire coils of the induction coil, and 
received currents of low potential but of great volume from the coarse wire of 
the coil. by putting a low resistance galvanometer in the circuit of the coarse 
wire, known ordinarily as the primary, a strong deflection of the index of the 
galvanometer took place, and upon bringing the ends of the coarse wire coil 
together in slight contact, a bright green flash took place at every leyden jar 
discharge through the fine wire.” 

It may also be of interest, in this connection, that Alexander Bernstein, of 
bsto~~. applied for a U. S. patent in January, 1883, for such a system, but it 
was rejected, on the ground that “ it is not apparent how applicant in any case 
can ger more quantity from a secondary coil than he has in his primary,” by 
which, we presume, quantity of current is meant, as distinguished from quan- 
tity of energy. 
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in the history of the transformers themselves, Kennedy begins with the 
form invented by Faraday. in IXjj, which consists of an iron-ring core, the 
two halves of which are worInd. rcspcctively, with the two wires, resemt~fing. 
therefore, a Grammc ring without commut,ltor, and having its endless wind- 
ing cut at two points, thus folming two separate coils. ‘I‘liis f0rln is a very ~0:ook. 

one, as the closed magnetic circuit of the lines of force: is composed entirely 
of iron ; althoiigh much older than tlie simple magnet form used in the 
Rhumkorff coil (1842) or in the (;aul:ird and (21~1,s system, it is much Iletter 
than the latter, as they have open iron magnetic circuits, instead of haying 

the whole magnetic circuit of iron. 

He goes on to describe the “ evolution ” of the Ilioclern transformer from 
that of Faraday by the inventions of Kennedy. 1x83 ; Fcrranti, 1885 ; Stanle! 
1886 ; Dick ant1 Kecuedy, r886, antI Zipcrnowski ,tucl IEri, 18Yj, the best and 
“ most novel ” development being in the latter, which is the ” highest class w 
transformer, reducing the magnetic resistance 10 a very small value.” ‘IX:- 
invention consists in forming the t;vo conductors into what. might be ~ermeti 

a core of ring form and then ovcrwindlng them with iron wire; in fact, it is the 
transformer of I;aradny turned inside out-instead of the conductors enclosing 
the iron, the iron encloses the conductors. Such transformers exhibit no 
external (wasted) magnetism, and, therefore, represent the greatest econom! 
of magnetism. 

In this history of the “ evolution ” of the transformer, the writer appear, 
to neglect dates, as the alleged improvements of Ferranti, Stanley and L)ici, 
and Kennedy appearto have been invented after the Zipernowskiand Ueri, anri 
were, therefore, steps in a backward direction. Furthermore, the writer doei 
not seem to be aware of the fact that in the English patent of Staite, Ku. 
12,212, of 1848, an induction coil precisely like that of Zipernowski and D&i i:. 

distinctly shown, described and illustrated, the only unessential difference, con 
sidering it as an inductor merely, is that it contained only one coil instead rri 
two, the object of it being to increase the self-induction of that one coil, The 
placing of the iron around the ring-form conductor is, therefore, older perhaps 
than some of the later inventors of inferior devices. 

Kennedy’s later form called a sub-divided transformer, appears to be 2 
novel and ingenious improvement of the Zipernowski and D&i or Sta& 
sheathed coil, as any or all of the sub-divided coils are accessible and may be 
removed or cut out in case of damage without unwinding all the iron w-irt 
covering. 

After describing a few more of the latest forms of transformers, he COB. 
dudes his history by saying “ the introduction of this system in America hn\ 
created a somewhat amusing flutter among the electrical fraternity.” W;r 
agree with him, and recall here a statement made in the FRANKLIN 1x=1. 
TUTE JOURNAL some time ago, regarding these systems: “It is not ven 
creditable to the Americans to bring before the public as new, a system whid 
has been known and used in Europe for a number of years past.” 

He concludes his interesting articles with rules of construction, arnas; 
which are the following : “ To bc self-regulating for supplying a constant 
potential and varying quantities of current, the transformers should have the 
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primary coils connected in a multiple arc system in which the mains have a 
constant potential. The lengths of wires must be found for self-regulation 
according to the laws : 

(I.) IVhcn no work is being done in the secondary circuit, there should be 
no current in the primary circuit ; that is, the counter pressure in the primary 
must be equal to the primary pressure, or very nearly equal thereto. 

(2.) As the current increases in the secondary circuit, the current in the 
primary should increase proportionally in the ratio of the transformer; that is, 
the counter pressure in the primary should fall as work is increased in the 
secondary. 

I’ All transformers working in one system must be constructed accurately 
with a fixed ratio.” 

Rzrlc I.-To find the lengths of the primary and secondary conductors in 
a transformer for reducing from a high to :L low pressure, divide the primary 
pressure by the coefficient of induction in the primary circuit (that is, by the 
induction in volts per foot of wire), this will give the length in feet of wire for 
primary. 

Zi~/c ?.--T)ivide the secondary pressure by the coefficient of induction in 
voIts per foot, this will give length in feet of wire for secondary. 

In the best transformers working with about zoo alternations per second 
this coefficient is very high and averages about two volts per foot, and that 
may he taken as the figure for use in the above rules ; for example : 

Given a primary pressure of 1,200 volts, and the required secondary 
pressure given as 80 volts, what lengths of primary and secondary wire should 
be ml~pioyed ? 

Answer, 1,200 
= 600 feet for primary, y- = 40 feet for secondary. 

2 

These lengths do not include wire not under induction. 
If the alternations are not so rapid this coefficient becomes less. It might 

be argued from this fact that as it is perfectly easy to make the alternations 
very much more rapid than 200 per second, that, say 500 or 1,000 alternations 
should be adopted. There is a limit to that; as the alternations increase in 
zumber per minute the losses in the transformer increase, and that fact often 
accounts for different efficiencies being found for the same transformer by 
different experimenters-the one, perhaps, has employed the alternations for 
which the transformer was calculated, the other has employed slower alter- 
nations and therefore no agreement could be come to. It is, therefore, neces- 
sary to ascertain by experiment the coefficient of induction for each type of 
transformer at a given alternation rate. In transformers with long magnetic 
circuits. common to all the coils of wire, tbe coefficient will not be higher than 
f’j, and often falls as low as one foot per volt. 

Practically this coefficient may be found by taking the given alternating 
pressure having the given rate of alternations through an approximately cor- 
rect length of primary wire on the transformer, say a length calculated at 
two volts per foot (the secondary circuit being open or not yet yound on), and 
measuring the current produced through this length. If no measurable current 
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is observable then that is the correct length ; thel-c should be some current. ti 
course, say, perhaps, two per cent. of the maximum current. If the coefficient 
of induction is less than that calculated upon, a considerable current ]sas% 
in the primary when no sccond;u-y current is flowing. ‘The primary wire mw 
in that case, be increased in length until this initial current disappears, ~8: 
becomes so small that it is of no account, and then the length of second--i) 
can be calculated by the rule. 

1,200 

80 
= lj. 

The ilon conductor of mqlletic force should not at any time be anywhel!: 
near half saturalion ; it shoulcl thcrcfore have large cross sections, ancl da:: 
for calculating it5 si/c may be obtainccl from dynamo t)uilders.” 

In another article on induction coils, by Gisbert liapp, in LWCl&4SiKtj. 

reprinted in the I.ondon fLk/n’-u/ /ievic~~~, April 1-z and 29, 1887, pages ;M 
and 390, the writer makes the following statements : 

“ A pxou having no theoretical acquaintance with the behavior of airer- 
nating currents, would compute the rate of doing work ” (i. e., the power! “in 
thecircuit by simply measuring the current (say, with a Siemens dynamometerj. 
and the terminal pressure of the machine (say, with a Cardew’s voltmeterl. 
and multiply the two. The product he would, generalizing from his experi. 
ence with continuous current machines, consider equal to the rate of doin! 
work. Rut this would be completely wrong, because he would have neglecrrd 
the time element.” 

” A ring-shaped inductor, wound in the Gramme fashion, that is, with the 
iron inside and the copper outside,” (i. e., Faraday’s form,) ” will not be 2: 
economical in weight of materials used as the inverse arrangement of coppe! 
coils inside and iron wire wound over them to form the outside ” (i. <., 
Zipernowski and D&i, or Site form). 

EIe shows from theoretical deductions that transformers connected i: 
series cannot be made self-regulating for giving a constant potential in th? 
secondary, unless approximately when the amount of iron is small and *yei- 
saturated. That such a transformer may have its secondary coil short-circuited 
without the current in it becoming very great. That the characteristics i 
transformers in parallel is a straight line, and that it therefore is perfec+ 

self-regulating for constant potential. c. H. 
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~H,X’O~;RI\ t’,lY ,iV \.I’,‘.\,. ~‘HO~l’f101~ISS~:I:SCI:.--I~I.. !no. VanSant PUb- 
Ii&es tile foilowing ohscrwdions in (he St. I .oui< /%olty~-~z/Arr, July, 1887 : 
Snnie months ago, there was published in several scientific journals,* an 
article in nhich I showed how excellent plmtographic positive prints, on glass 
or paper, could be made from an ordinary negative by means of the trans- 
formed or “stored-up ” radiant energ!,--4x phosphorescent luminosity-of 
cerrnin inorganic substances, csl)ecially particular sulphides of calcium and 
slronlium. 

Many organic substances also, as is well known, possess this property of 
storing-up, so to speak, anti after-ual-tls emitting, as more or less luminous 
rays, the radiations to which they have been exposed. Crystallired carbon, in 
form of tllc diamond, and white paper- ma)- be cited as illustrations of this 
class. ,2 phorogr;\phic latent image on a bromide of silver surface, capable 
of being developed, can easily 1~ produced by bt-inging into ~onfnct, for an 
hour or so, in the dark, such :I scnsili\,e surfxe, and an engraving, or some 
ordinary printing, on \vhiLc paper \vhich has Ixxn just previously exposed for 
some minutes to the direct rays ui the 5,111. 

Bat 1 have now to ~11 attention to the curious fact that the kind of light 
given out by certain rrzi//~n/ o~t~rcllrs, and which evidently in its causation has 
same close relation to the nervous system and vitality of the animal, and 
belongs to a different class of phcnomcna from the phosphorescence above 
me~ltioned, can also bring about incipient decomposition in a haloid salt of 
Aer. Moreover, it can do this through a sheet of glass of the usual thick- 
1~355 used for photographic negatives, and, consequently, there is a possibility 
oI producing by such light photographic positive prints. 

The following experiment, copied from my notes, proves this: 
June 8, 1X87.-This evening, just after dark, I took about a dozen fire-flies 

(L~@y?-is CWUWE), which had been captured a few minutes before on the 
fawn, and enclosed them in a wide-mouthed vial of some three ounce 
capacity, having a piece of fine white bobinet (such as is used for ladies’ 
veilsj stretched over its mouth in place of a stopper. Enclosed thus, they 
would frequently emit the momentary flashes of greenish-tinted yellow light 
for whrch they are remarkable, though usually only one insect at the same 
xinte would flash. Every few seconds one or another would emit its light for 
a period, which I estimated to average in each case about one-half of a sec- 
ond, and the frequency of the emissious could be increased by gently shaking 
ihe vial. When not flashing, the under surface of the three posterior seg- 
ments of the fire-fly’s abdomen, from which the light came, was scarcely at 
xl1 luminous, but was simply of a bright yellow color. The flashing was 
plainly under the control of the insect, like its muscular movements. These 
iire-flies are rather less than three-quarters of an inch long, and the segments 
which become luminous have, altogether, an area of only about one-eighth 
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of an inch square. ‘l‘hc flash is, however, quite bright, so much so that fine 
print can be easily seen when held close to it. 

Repairing to my dark closet with the vial of fire-flies, I placed it tO One 
side, under cover, whilst I arranged and clamped a very sensitive gelatin+ 
bromide of silver dry plate beneath an ordinary negativepictureof a lands-p 
on glass, as for contact printing. 

The vial of insects was then inverted over the back of the negative. SO 
that only the fine meshes of the bobinet and the glass of the negative with iti 
gelatine film intervened bchveen the tire-fly’s light and the sensitive bromide 

plate. I counted the flashes, occasionally shakin g the vial and sliding it over 
the negative, till fifty !lashcs had occurred. 

The vial was then removed, the sensitive plate separated from the nega- 
tive, and an attempt made to develop the latent image, if any existed. Alkalirtf 
solution of pyrogalol was used, and, in a few minutes, I had the pleasure of 
seeing a well-marked positive image of the negative picture appear, the plate 
being scmewhat yellow stained, as if from too long an exposure. This WY 
fixed in the usual way with sod. hypo sulp., and is now in my possession- 
probably the first picture ever @~~‘z/cetl by fr’lr I&hf e~t~iffetl fkwt n li-Jing 
Q?21’?~212/ or~~nwi\vlr. 

u. cj. MnarNL? FIOW1.AL., 
51. Louw, MO., /ILIL~ IO, 181; 

Ih,RlIl11~ OX ~~Yi,ltAZINLi. Theodor Curtius, Be~/inerl~erichr’e, 20, ~632.) 
-When diazoacetic ether is treated with hot concentrated potassium hydrax. 
ide solution, the potassium salt of a new diazo-fatty acid is obtained a~ large 
yellow crystals. This sa.lt differs from the hitherto described diazo-corn. 
pounds in that when treated with mineral acids it is not decomposed with 
elimination of nitrogen, but the free diazo-acid separates in golden-ye&x 
crystalline plates. 

If the aqueous solution of this acid is digested for a short time with warm 
and very dilute sulphuric acid, it becomes decolorized, and, after cooling, a 
colorless substance separates in handsome crystals. This substance is the 
.sulphate of the long sought diamide or hydrazine (NH?“, and, owing to it_ 
slight solubility in water, can easily be obtained perfectly pure. It crystal, 
lizes in anhydrous clino-basic tables, very little soluble in cold, easily in L 
water ; insoluble in alcohol. 

Free diamide is disengaged as a gas when one of its salts is warmed i& 
Ithe solution of an alkaline hydroxide. When much diluted, it has scarceb 
any odor, but when strong, its odor is peculiar, yet unlike that of ammo& 
it attacks the mucous membrane of the nose. It is very soluble in water: i: 
at once changes red litmus paper to blue, and when not too much diiu& 
,with air, produces white fumes on contact with vapors of hydrochloric acid, 

It is a powerful reducing agent, reducing Fehling’s solution and ammoni* 
cal silver nitrate in the cold, and, when warm, separating the copper in th 
form of a mirror. Even neutral cupric sulphate is reduced, with the prec$. 
tation of a dense deposit of cuprous oxide. The solutions of hydrazine 4s 
are decomposed on contact with nitrites with violent effervescence. 
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